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PRASHANT
GAUR

Chief Brand Officer | Pizza Hut India
Mobile commerce is simply redefining
the way consumers are transacting with
us, both at our restaurants and from their
homes.
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PERSONAL
Who is your biggest professional mentor?
I have been lucky to have worked with some high calibre,
visionary leaders in the past 15 years. But, surely, one mentor who has stayed with me throughout this journey and
taught me valuable lessons over time is the consumer.
If not a brand marketer, what would you be?
An amateur singer cum guitarist.

an important part of our marketing strategy. We leverage
the power of the outdoor medium for smaller towns.

MARKETING
What’s the toughest part of a being a brand marketer?
The good news for marketers is that brands can sharply
segment their consumers and target them precisely across
various channels of communication. The bad news is that
it is becoming increasingly difficult to engage with them
in a meaningful way and effectively communicate the core
message to them. With so much noise and clutter and such
a high number of touch-points, how do brands grab the attention of consumers? That’s the toughest part.

Name a brand (other than your own) you admire. Why?
Uber. The ease of access and frictionless experience
makes it a very cool brand. It’s a pure play technology
brand but guess what? Anybody can use it, quite literally…
isn’t that amazing?
Name the biggest professional hurdle you faced recently. How did you tide over it?
I’d call it an inspiring challenge: The task was to totally
CATEGORY
step-change our online experience. We had a vision, a
What are the big challenges you see coming your way
detailed plan and a courageous team that executed it. The
in the next 12 months?
ever-changing digital ecosystem has made tasks like these
Technology is creating disruption in the category, not only
a continuous journey.
for us but pretty much for everyone. The challenge is to
quickly embrace this change at an organisation level, both
horizontally and vertically. The key, however, is to embrace
this change in a measured, meaningful way and not to get
overwhelmed by it. Brands should still stick to their core
and use technology to make it easy for their consumers.
What’s the biggest change in the way consumers approach your segment today, versus a year back? To
what do you attribute this?
There has been a shift, undoubtedly. In the past, consumers had different benchmarks and expectations from different product categories. All that has changed today. Now
they expect a similar experience, agnostic of the category
from which they consume a product or a service. And the
same applies to us as well. For example, in the past, the
single most important MOT (moment of truth) in our category was the act of consumption and hence the core product. Today, there are multiple MOTs, all equally important.
Whether it is pre-purchase, purchase or post-purchase,
consumers expect a consistent, frictionless experience
through the entire brand journey. It won’t be an overstatement to say “experience” has become the new product.
Which product segment out there impacts trends in
your category most? Why?
Mobile commerce is impacting trends in our category
positively. It is simply redefining the way consumers are
transacting with us, both at our restaurants and from their
homes.
In what way/s does your marketing strategy change
from tier I to tier II and III markets?
We continue to leverage mass mediums like TV to build
brand salience at a pan-India level. Digital sharply cuts
across key town-class and consumer segments, and forms

As a marketer in the digital age, what is your biggest
nightmare?
Not staying relevant.

ADVERTISING
What is your lead medium of communication today?
Which medium do you use least?
Digital and TV are two lead media for us. In a relative context, print would be the least used medium for us.
Are the best creative minds still in advertising?
I feel some of the best creative minds today are part of the
tech-startup ecosystem.
In what way has your relationship with your agency
partners - creative and media planning/buying changed of late? What’s the one must-have quality for
an agency today?
The relationship has become stronger and more dynamic
over time. Earlier, the need for engagement was more on
a monthly basis, but today, we interact and engage in real
time. The one must-have quality I look for in an agency is
agility. You may have a bright idea but the real deal is to
do it before anyone else does it. Speed is all that matters.
Are you open to paying agencies a pitch fee?
Why not? It clearly reflects the confidence and conviction
one has.
Do you wish you could work with just one full-service
creative agency instead of multiple creative minds?
Yes and no. Yes because it will be so much easier to work
that way. No because it will limit the width and depth of
creativity and expertise.

